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a b s t r a c t

A lattice-Boltzmann model (LBM) of unstable flows amid easily permeable obstructions consisting of regular

arrays of wires is presented. The obstacles are modeled by forces incorporated as source terms in the LBM

equation, following the same procedure as the immersed boundary method. Yet the present method differs

from the latter in that the structure is represented by a volumetric array of fixed points. Also each structural

point exerts reactive forces governed by the Darcy law, rather than by elastic kinematics. The model is vali-

dated against two experiments consisting of air flowing in a channel partially obstructed by arrays of wires,

finding excellent agreement. The simulations reveal the formation of complex vortical structures amid the

wired region, which can be of interest in understanding natural phenomena or practical applications.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The numerical modeling of flows in easily permeable media, like

he flow amid complex arrays of small obstacles, is a challenging

ask. This kind of flows occurs in a number of interesting cases, like

uid currents around crops or aquatic plants [6,13,21]. In techno-

ogical applications they are encountered for example in the cool-

ng of electronic components. A comprehensive review on com-

ound channels and flows parallel to rod bundles can be found in

eyer [15].

An interesting feature of these flows is that they easily become un-

table in the boundaries between the permeable regions and the free

ow [28]. This instability is associated to inflexion points of the ve-

ocity profile, and manifests as coherent wavy and vortical structures

hat amplify the momentum and scalar transversal diffusion [3,18].

hese structures are useful for they modify the transport of scalars

ot only at the interface where structures are generated, but also in-

ide and outside the obstruction, favoring processes such as pollina-

ion, nutrient transport, and heat and mass transfer [5,23]. A number

f recent analytical studies have been aimed to characterize the sta-

ility of partially permeable channels [14,24,25,28].

From the point of view of modeling, finding adequate represen-

ations of the arrays of obstacles, that capture the characteristics of

he mentioned instabilities while keeping reasonable computational

osts, is not a trivial task. The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has

hown an impressive versatility to model porous media and flows
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +54 249 4425817/4385690; fax: +54 249 4385690.

E-mail address: clausse@exa.unicen.edu.ar (A. Clausse).
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hrough regions partially blocked by obstacles ([19,7,10,27]). For a

ood review of applications of LBM to porous media (see Sukop and

horne [26]). Moreover, recently it has been shown that flow insta-

ilities in cavities can be simulated using LBM [2,8].

The present article reports the modeling of the sustained oscilla-

ory flow in a channel with low Reynolds number partially obstructed

y an array of wires. The wired region is modeled by Darcy-like forces

mposed around the location of each wire. This is a major difference

rom a previous approach based on local bounce-back corrections,

hich produced less accurate results and introduced spurious mass

ources [4]. The model is validated against two experiments consist-

ng of air flowing in a channel partially obstructed by arrays of wires

n different configurations.

. Modeling

From the numerical point of view, LBM can be seen as an explicit

ethod to solve transport equations using more variables than the

trictly necessary to characterize the macroscopic flow. It is based

n the movement and collision of pseudo-particles described by the

attice–Boltzmann equation:

fi(�x + �ei�x, t + �t)

= fi(�x, t) − 1

τ

[
fi(�x, t) − f e

i (�x, t)
]

+ Si(�x, t), for i = 0, . . . , � − 1

(1)

here fi(�x, t) and Si(�x, t) represent the particles distribution density

nd source at position �x and time t, undergoing a displacement �ei�x

n a time step �t. The vectors �e form a finite set of � lattice directions
i
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that restrict the movement of the particles. In what follows the so

called D2Q9 model will be used, which approach to second order the

two-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations and is given by the set:

�e0 = (0, 0); �e1 = (1, 0); �e2 = (0, 1); �e3 = ( − 1, 0); �e4 = (0,−1);
�e5 = (1, 1); �e6 = ( − 1, 1); �e7 = ( − 1,−1); �e8 = (1,−1). (2)

Using an asymptotic expansion, it has been demonstrated that the

LBE approximates the Navier–Stokes equations, provided that the so

called equilibrium function f e
i
(�x, t) satisfies a set of constitutive con-

ditions related to the moments of fi(�x, t) respect to �ei. Comprehensive

reviews of this procedure can be found elsewhere [9,22,29]. A popular

scheme complying with these conditions is the classical BGK, which

for D2Q9 is given by:

f e
i (�x, t) = wiρ

[
1 + 3

(v�ei · �u)

v2
− 3

2

u2

v2
+ 9

2

(v�ei · �u)
2

v4

]
, (3)

where v = �x/�t is the particle speed and:

ρ =
∑

i

fi(�x, t) and �u = 1

ρ

∑
i

v�ei fi(�x, t) (4)

are the particle-number density and average velocity. The coefficients

wi are 4/9 for the resting particles, 1/9 for the Cartesian directions and

1/36 for the diagonal directions. In such case, the relaxation parame-

ter τ is related to the kinematic viscosity of the fluid by:

υ = (2τ − 1) �x2/(6�t) (5)

and the pressure is calculated using the isothermal pseudo equation

of state:

p = 1

3
ρv2. (6)

The termSi(�x, t) is generally used to account for external forces.

There is certain flexibility to manage this term. In the present work, it

is assumed that a volumetric force �F(�x, t) can be applied in each cell,

and the following expression recommended by Mohamad & Kuzmin

[16] will be used:

Si(�x, t) = 3
�t

v
wi�ei · �F(�x, t). (7)

In effect, contracting the velocity index of Si and �eiSi yields:∑
i

Si = 3
�t

v
∑

i

wi�ei · �F = 0 (8)

which ensures mass conservation, and

∑
i

ν�eiSi = 3 �t
∑

i

wi �ei ⊗ �ei · �F = 3�t

(
1/3 0

0 1/3

)
· �F = �t�F

(9)

provides the momentum bit to the cell driven by the volumetric

force.

2.1. Model of the permeable media with LMB

The permeable media was simulated by means of source terms

accounting for the drag forces imposed by the array of obstacles in the

channel. The rationale behind this method is to simulate the Darcy’s

law, which states that the volumetric drag force
−→
F D of permeable

media is given by:

�FD = −ρυ

κ
�u (10)

where κ is the permeability of the media.

The direct way to incorporate Darcy’s law in LBM is to distribute

the force uniformly in each cell of the permeable region, by intro-

ducing Eq. 10 in the source term. Although this is attractive for its
implicity, the numerical tests showed significant differences with

he experimental data, particularly in transient and unstable condi-

ions. In the present case, the main reason of the poor performance

f a homogeneous model of forces is that the actual permeable me-

ia where the experiments were carried out is not homogeneous but

t is composed by discrete thin wires that oppose to the flow locally.

n order to simulate more closely the wire array while maintaining

he simplicity of Darcy’s law, another model is proposed in which the

orce term is applied in the neighborhood of each wire location. This

s implemented following the same procedure as in the immersed-

oundary method (IBM) used in fluid-structure interaction schemes

20,1].

In IBM the fluid is represented on an Eulerian coordinate whereas

tructures are represented by collections of parametric curves or sur-

aces on a Lagrangian coordinate. The forces exerted by the immersed

oundary on the fluid are incorporated as source terms in the fluid

quation via smooth approximations of the Dirac δ distribution. The

mmersed boundary is considered as a massless elastic fiber or mem-

rane that moves with the local fluid velocity interpolated with the

ame δ distribution approximation.

In the present approach permeable structures are coupled with

he fluid through smooth approximations of the δ distribution as in

BM. However, the present method differs from IBM in that the struc-

ure is represented by volumetric arrays of fixed points on the same

ulerian coordinate grid as the fluid, over which each structural point

xerts reactive forces governed by the Darcy law rather than by elas-

ic kinematics. The permeable region is accordingly defined by a set of

eference points xk, each of which introduces a source term Ski(�x, t)to

he cells located in its neighborhood, given by:

ki(�x, t) = −3
�t

v
ρυ

κ
Nkδ(�xk, �x) wi �ei · −→

u k (11)

here Nk is the number of LB cells that constitute a unit cell of the

ermeable media and

(�xk, �x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

C(r)

[
1 + cos

π(x − xk)

r �x

] [
1 + cos

π(y − yk)

r �x

]

i f

∣∣∣∣ (x − xk)

r �x

∣∣∣∣and

∣∣∣∣ (y − xk)

r �x

∣∣∣∣ < 1

0 otherwise

. (12)

In other words, the force is distributed among the cells located at

distance r�x in each direction from the reference point. The radius

f influence r is used for calibration purposes and it is expected to

epend on the obstacle specifics (shape, size, roughness, etc.). C(r) is

normalization factor given by:

(r) =
[

r∑
n=−r

(
1 + cos

πn

2r

)]−2

. (13)

The characteristic velocity of the neighborhood �uk is defined as:

�k =
∑
�x

δ(�xk, �x) �u(�x). (14)

In Eq. (14) the summation is performed over all the cells of the

rid, although the factor δ(�xk, �x) restricts the effect only to the cells

ithin the zone of influence of the reference point �xk.

. Experiment

An experimental setup was constructed in order to provide a ref-

rence case and reliable measurements to compare with the numer-

cal model. The test section, shown in Fig. 1, is a rectangular channel

ith transparent acrylic walls. The working fluid is ambient air that

nters the channel from one end and is forced out by a fan located

n the other end. The obstructed region consists of a regular array

f copper wires lined horizontally across the test section, occupying
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Fig. 1. Experimental Setup, (a) central obstruction, (b) lateral obstruction.
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Table 1

Lattice Boltzmann parameters used in the numerical

simulations.

Obstruction Lateral Central

Grid size 2440 × 116 2440 × 170

Nk 50 50

τ 0.56 0.56

Inlet velocity (cm/s) 12.1 16.5
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nly a part of the channel cross section (Fig. 1). The diameter of the

ires is 0.25 mm and the spacing between wires is 5 mm measured

etween centers in the flow direction and 2.5 mm in the transversal

irection. The dimensions and separation between the wires permit

he insertion of a probe in between, but it is sufficiently small as to

void vortex shedding from the wires or flow channeling. A detailed

escription of the dimensioning criteria can be found in Silin et al.

24].

A honeycomb and a fine metallic mesh are used at the inlet to ob-

ain a uniform entrance velocity field. Another honeycomb is placed

cm before the outlet fan to avoid upstream back swirls. One of the

alls was placed in two different positions (Fig. 1), either adjacent to

he wired obstruction on one side leaving a free flow passage on the

ther side (lateral configuration), or leaving two symmetric free flow

assages on both sides of the wired region (central configuration).

Velocity measurements were obtained by means of constant-

emperature hot-wire anemometers (CTA) placed in strategic posi-

ions along the channel at the symmetry plane, i.e., at the center of

he span wise direction. The wires of the anemometers were oriented

erpendicular to the main flow direction to achieve high sensibility

or the axial velocity component but low sensibility for the transver-

al velocity component. The CTA was operated with a 0.5 overheat

atio and all measurements were done at ambient temperatures be-

ween 21 and 22 °C. Details of the CTA electronics can be found in Os-

rio et al. [17]. The Reynolds numbers were kept much lower than the

ritical value for rectangular channels [11]. The data were acquired

y means of a 12 bit analog/digital converter board connected to a

ersonal computer. Each measurement realization recorded 20,000

amples (20 s, 1 kHz) for velocity profiles and 60,000 (60 s, 1 kHz) for

orrelations between probes.

. Results

The LBM model of permeable media was applied to simulate the

as flow in the rectangular channel blocked by a wired obstruction

laced in the lateral and central configurations, as described in the

revious section. No-slip boundary conditions were imposed at the

alls, and uniform velocity and density were imposed at the inlet
nd exit respectively, following the scheme proposed by Zou and He

30]. Table 1 lists the parameter values used in the calculations. The

eynolds number is defined as:

e = uih

υ
, (15)

here ui is the inlet velocity, h is the channel width and υ is the kine-

atic viscosity. After a sensibility analysis the grid resolution was

hosen such that doubling the number of cells results in a maximum

ariation of the l2 norm of the velocity at any cell within 1%.

The first task was to determine the numerical parameters repre-

enting the permeable region. This was done by adjusting the values

f r and κ in order to reproduce the profiles of the average axial veloc-

ty measured in steady state. Since the flow at the working Reynolds

umbers is unstable, the steady state corresponds to a sustained os-

illation of the velocity. Consequently, the average velocity and the

tandard deviation of the fluctuations were used as reference for the

alibration. Figs. 2 and 3 show the comparison of the numerical ax-

al velocity profile in permanent flow regime with the correspond-

ng measurement at the reference probe location xo, for the lateral

nd central configuration respectively. It can be seen that the experi-

ental profiles of velocity and the velocity fluctuations in both cases

ould be reproduced successfully in the numerical simulation. The

ifferences in some regions can be traced both to imperfections in the

xperimental device, as well as microscopic effects that arise in cylin-

er arrays, which make the homogeneous assumption not perfectly

alid [12]. The dashed curves correspond to the numerical results ob-

ained by imposing a 0.1% perturbation on the inlet velocity to check
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Fig. 2. Transversal profile of the mean velocity (•) and the standard deviation of the

velocity fluctuations (ο) for the lateral configuration. The profile was taken at a position

xo 50 mm downstream the end of the permeable region. The curves correspond to the

numerical calculation with constant inlet velocity (solid) and a perturbation of 0.1% at

the inlet (dashed).

Fig. 3. Transversal profile of the mean velocity (•) and the standard deviation of the

velocity fluctuations (ο) for the central configuration. The profile was taken at a posi-

tion xo 50 mm downstream the end of the permeable region. The curves correspond

to the numerical calculation with constant inlet velocity (solid) and a perturbation of

0.1% at the inlet (dashed).

w

t

t

a

the sensitivity of the results. It can be observed that the amplification

factor is large for the standard deviation, which reinforce the impor-

tance of the design of the inlet section of this type of flows. The best

fit was obtained for r = 2 and κ = 1.45 10−4 m2. It should be stressed

that the same values of r and κ were used for both arrangements of
Fig. 4. Contour maps calculated for the lateral configuration. From top to bottom: mean a

standard deviation of the transversal velocity (uy). The dashed lines indicate the wired region
ires, which indicates that the parameters are determined mainly by

he characteristics of the penetrable media, given in present case by

he diameter of the wires and their spacing.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the contour maps of the average stream-wise

nd transversal velocity, and the corresponding standard deviations,
nd standard deviation of the stream-wise component of the velocity (ux), mean and

.
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Fig. 5. Contour maps calculated for the central configuration. From top to bottom: mean and standard deviation of the stream-wise component of the velocity (ux), mean and

standard deviation of the transversal velocity (uy). The dashed lines indicate the wired region.

Fig. 6. Sequences of contour plots of the velocity magnitude taken at different times (lateral configuration).
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Fig. 7. Sequences of contour plots of the velocity magnitude taken at different times (central configuration).

Fig. 8. Contour maps calculated inside the wired region of the lateral configuration. Left: average stream-wise component of the velocity ux (top) and its standard deviation

(bottom). Right: transversal component of the velocity, uy (top) and its standard deviation (bottom).
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for each configuration. The higher stream-wise velocities (darker ar-

eas) occur in both geometries at the free flow paths around the wired

regions, whereas the lower levels (lighter areas) occur amid the wires.

In the lateral case there is a region of very small negative stream-wise

velocity adjacent to the lower wall in the lee of the obstacles, indi-

cating a recirculation vortex. The latter is also confirmed by the spot

of negative (downward) transversal velocity at the end of the wired

region. The regions of higher perturbations after the obstruction are

consistent with the flow expansion.

Figs. 6 and 7 show sequences of contour plots of the velocity mag-

nitude taken at different times where it can be seen how the model

captures the oscillatory character of the flow. The fluctuations grow

in the axial direction, which is consistent with shear flow instabili-

ties [24], and become more intense as the flow leaves the permeable
bstruction, due to the sudden expansion of the free-flow section in

hat region. This creates a strong vortex shedding flow in the lee that

roduce negative velocity spots near the walls. It is interesting also to

bserve the effect of individual wires on the velocity at the front of

he obstructions.

In many natural and technological situations, the characteristics

f the flow amid permeable arrays like the ones studied here are of

reat interest, for the source or sink of scalars (heat, chemical species,

ollen, etc.) are located in this region. Figs. 8 and 9 map in more

etail the average velocity and amplitude of the fluctuations inside

he wired regions. Fig. 10 shows the correspondent current lines of

he average velocity field inside the wired region in each configura-

ion. In the lateral configuration (Fig. 8) the first remarkable feature

s the negative stream-wise velocity near the bottom left side of the
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Fig. 9. Contour maps calculated inside the wired region of the central configuration. Left: average stream-wise component of the velocity ux (top) and its standard deviation

(bottom). Right: transversal component of the velocity, uy (top) and its standard deviation (bottom).

Fig. 10. Current lines of the average velocity field amid the wired region of the central

(top) and lateral (bottom) configurations.
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Fig. 11. Contour plots of a snapshot of the velocity magnitude inside the wired regions,

lateral configuration (top), central configuration (bottom).
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bstructed region, caused by a recirculation bubble that penetrates

eeply inside the wired region from below. Fig. 10 shows clearly this

ecirculation and also a vortex that develops in the center of the

egion. It is also observed that the velocity fluctuations increase in

agnitude in the stream-wise direction. In the central configuration

Fig. 9) there is a central stagnation spot characterized by almost null

elocity and velocity fluctuations. This is not obvious for a permeable

bstruction and is the result of a complex vortex structure that can

e seen in Fig. 10, which causes equalization of pressure gradients.

his phenomenon might be useful for locating critical items that re-

uire stagnation conditions, or explaining natural developments that

ight be favored by these flow conditions.
Fig. 11 shows instantaneous snapshots of the velocity magnitude

mid the wired regions in both configurations. It can be seen that

egative velocity spots arise in both cases, similar to the Von Kar-

an vortex street in the back open region of the central configuration.

hese well-known flow features usually appear in the lee of solid ob-

tructions. In the present permeable obstructions they occupy part of

he obstructed region as well.

.1. Cross correlations

The correlation of the velocity at different spatial locations is a

ood indicator to test the capabilities of the numerical model to cap-

ure the dynamic features of the flow in semi-permeable channels

ike the ones experimentally studied in the present work. The cross

orrelation provides statistical information on the phase and ampli-

ude of the flow fluctuations as well as the flow structures that bring

bout the fluctuations. Accordingly, two sensors were placed in dif-

erent axial positions to obtain simultaneously the two velocities. A

ot-wire sensor was placed at a position x1 100 mm upstream from

he permeable block end and was moved by means of a calibrated

crew in a sequence of positions, y , separated 2 mm from each other
1
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Fig. 12. Numerical and the experimental cross correlation between probes So and S1 (see Fig. 1), for the lateral (top) and central configuration (bottom).
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in the transversal direction. Another reference anemometer was lo-

cated at a fixed axial position, xo, 50 mm downstream from x1, and

at a fixed transversal position, yo, in the upper free flow zone 7 mm

from the permeable block border. Both signals were cross correlated

and the results were normalized with the standard deviation of the

signals obtained at the same transversal position, that is:

(δ, y1) =
1
T

∫ T

0 ux(xo, yo, t + δ)ux(x1, y1, t)dt − 1
T 2

(∫ T

0 ux(xo, yo, t)

σoσ1

σo =

√
1

T

∫ T

0

u2
x(xo, yo, t) dt −

(
1

T

∫ T

0

ux(xo, yo, t) dt

)2

(17)

σ1 =

√
1

T

∫ T

0

u2
x(x1, yo, t) dt −

(
1

T

∫ T

0

ux(x1, yo, t) dt

)2

. (18)

Fig. 12 compares the numerical and the experimental results for

each configuration. It can be seen that the general trends are very

similar, both showing that the correlation is lower in the wired re-

gion and in the center of the open flow layers, whereas the highest

values occur in the open-flow layer close to the boundary with the

permeable region. Moreover, the correlation lobes deform to smaller

delay times δ from the boundary into the open flow layer. This is con-

sistent with the downstream propagation of the fluctuations. In the
∫ T

0 ux(x1, y1, t)dt

)
(16)

ateral case, within the permeable layer, there is a phase difference

etween the experimental and the numerical results. A similar situa-

ion is observed in the lower half of the permeable layer in the central

ase. The reason for these discrepancies is not clear but seems to have

nly minor effects on the overall flow characteristics.

. Conclusion

Unstable gas flows in a channel partially obstructed by an array

f wires were simulated by means of a lattice Boltzmann scheme.

he wired region was modeled by coupling the structure with the

uid through forces following the interpolation procedure of the im-

ersed boundary method. The present method differs from the lat-

er in that the structure is represented by volumetric arrays of fixed

oints that exert reactive forces governed by the Darcy law and not

y elastic kinematics.

The model was validated against two experiments consisting of air

owing in a channel partially obstructed by arrays of wires, namely,

symmetrical and a lateral configuration. The resulting oscillatory

tructures were characterized by the cross correlation of the local ve-

ocity at separate points, finding good agreement between model and

xperiment.
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[

[

[

[

[

[

In the simulations the permeability κ of the wire array was set

o 1.45 10−4 m2, which stems from the fitting of the measured av-

rage velocities, resulting the same value for both arrangements. It

s worth noting that the overall Reynolds number varies substan-

ially between the two cases studied. Furthermore, the velocity fluc-

uations obtained in the simulations with a single permeability are

lso in qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experimental

esults.
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